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This bibliography has been compiled as part of a continuing series designed
to make information on relevant dissertations available to users of the ERIC
system. Monthly issues of Dissertation Abstracts International are reviewed
in order to compile abstracts of dissertations on related topics, which thus
become accessible in searches of the ERIC data base. Ordering information for
the dissertations themselves is included at the end of the bibliography.
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A TRANSFORALIIO:oAL ANALYSIS or SYNTA.N IN TENTH-
GRADE WRITING Order No. 7311630

BAGGETT, Richard Carroll, Ph.D. Syracuse University, 1977.
217pp.

This study sought to measure differences in syntactical ma-
turity as evidenced in the writimt of tenth -grade students.- Spe-
cifically, the effects of sex. 1.Q. and the interaction of sex and
I.Q. upon syntactical ability were investigated. A secondary
purpose of the investi4atiiia was to help to establish the broad
outlines of that developmental continuum in syntactical ability
which has gradually emerged from research during recent
years. In order to provide data comparable with those of re-
lated studies, similar procedures and techniques of linguistic
analysis were used.

Based upon the assumption that writing is a special dialect
different from, but rooted in, the Si iken lanetmee, and recog-
nizing the assumptions and limitations of the theoretical model
of Transformational-Generative Grammar, a grammatical anal-
ysis of tenth-grade students' writing was conducted. That analy-
sis consisted of T-Unit and clausal measures as well as the
more refined measures of sentence-combining transformations
which occurred within those gross units.

A film with no narration was shown to 127 tenth-grade stu-
dents who were then asked to write the story of what they had
seen. These narrative compositions were later analyzed in ac-
cordance with the procedures earlier described. The California
Test of Mental Maturity was administered, and on the basis of
their scores boys and girls were grouped according to high
and low 1.Q.

A two-way analysis of variance was conducted in order to
determine the statistical significance of differences in means
at the .05 level. That statistical analysis was performed by
computer, using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences.

The data revealed statistically significant differences at the
.05 level which led to the rejection of the three bull hypotheses
formulated to encompass the influence of sex, 1.Q., and the in-
teraction of sex and l.Q. on syntactical ability at the tenth-grade
level. In almost every major category of the analysis, girls
demonstrated a syntactical superiority when compared with the
boys.

On the measures of sentence-comhieing transformations,
girls excelled. Statistically significant was the girls use of
nominals in general, in addition to non-headed nominals, and
the noun participle construction. Girls also wrote signifi-
cantly more multi-base nominals which functioned as objects
of prepositions. and high I.Q. girls exhibited their facility with
nominal constructions used as appositives. kVhile length of T-
Unit did not prove to be statistically significant. girls tended to
write longer T-Units than boys.

The total length of a student's written response did reveal
statistically significant differences (at the .001 level) on the
I.Q. variable. As 1.Q. increased, so did the number of words
written. Since this finding shows that boys and girls at compa-
rable I.Q. levels write comparable numbers of words, it also
suggests. therefore, that bilys have the same opportunity to
¢\mploy syntactic strategies involving sentence-combining trans-
ftrmations :is do the girls at respective levels of I.Q. One
question that is implicit ie the data is why are boys so markedly
inferior to the girls in their ability to manipulate syntactic
structures welting?

The interaction of sex and I.Q. shows that while low l.Q.
girls are especially fond of the noun adjective construction,
low I.Q. buys hardly use it at all. On the other end of the scale,
high LQ, buys and girls use the construction, but that use is
tempered by comparison with the low l.Q. Orli; affinity for the
device.

Comparisons of the data in this study with similar measures
in other recent investigations slow a gradual increase in the
length cl T-Units, length of elaUses, and number of clauses per
T-Unit at elementary and secondary school levels, These mea-
sures also reveal a sensitivity to noide of diseourse, argumen-
tative compositionsand even those of an unspecified mode--
frequently achievibg higher scores disproportionate to those in
the narrative mode. Within narrative' discourse, the compari-
siins show a `1':11.1ilai diminution of short T-Unitsoyer the grades,
and an increase in the number of seetence-ombining transfor-
matiiins .iccurrine within longer T-Units, While adverbial con-
structiolai .shear to stabilare darine late elementary and early
secondary school years, the use of nominals continues to in-
crease, especially in the writing by girls, through the tenth-
grade level.

Again, where data are available for Sex, girls seem to enjoy
an advantage over boys in their ability to use a variety of syn-
taetial strategies in writing. Further research will, perhaps.

.,yor those elements in the writing process, or in the edu-
cational rneWod,-; for teaching writing, which are responsible for
the boys' eeiii-ral lack of facility in this area.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INNER-CITY FIFTH
GRADERS' READING COMPREHENSION AND WRITING
ACHIEVEMENT Order No, 7810792

BEBENSEE, Elisabeth Lord, Ed.D. Duke University, 1977.
165pp. Supervisor: Anne H. Adams

How well should teachers expect their students of varying
levels of reading achievement to be able to write?. Is it rea-
sonable to emphasize development of content in composition
before students are able to read or to demonstrate knowledge
of the rules of grammar, punctuation and capitalization? The
answers to these questions provide the major implications of
this study of the relationship between reading achievement and
writing achievement, especially in regard to the content of
writing. Along with the implications for teaching, derived from
this study, certain problems in any research involving assess-
ment of writing ability are confroUted. and the outcome of the

.confrontation will benefit future research in the area of written
composition.

The purpose of the study was to determine the relationship
between fifth grade inner-city students' reading comprehension
achievement and their achievement in the content aspect of
written composition.- The procedures followed were these:
a review of the literature was made to seek previous conclu-
sions about the relationship between reading and writing and to
survey reports of an instructional approach which emphasized
the relationship between reading and writing in its rationale.
One result of the review of the literature was the formulation '
of the hypothesis that differences in the purposes and pro-
cedures of various methods of measuring writing ability caused
the conflicting conclusions which have been reported. Thus, the
second step in this study was to c'xamine the range of possible
methods of evaluating writing in order to develop a method
which was most appropriate for the purpose of this study. Data
were then collected from reading comprehension scores on an
achievement test and from compositions written by the sub-
jects, 300 fifth graders from an inner-city school system. After
scores were obtained from the compositions, the relationship
between the subjects' writing ability and reading achievement
scores was examined by means of multiple regression analysis
and discriminant function analysis,



Based upon an examination of the statistical results of the
study, the following conclusions were drawn: 1) reading and
writing achievenient are not strongly related when writing
ability is measured in terms of the content of composition.
2) While the relationship between reading and writing achieve-
ment was shown to be weak among fifth grade inner-city stu-
dents, certain tendencies in the. writing characteristics of stu-
dents of various reading achievement levels are noteworthy:
the depiction of details, instead of naming of qualities or at-
tributes, is more characteristic of better readers; and both the
inclusion of more irrelevant, repetitive information, and the
higher proportion of quality statements to detail statements are
more characteristic of pier readers than of good readers.
What these results say to the teacher of reading and writing is
that he or she should not expect the content of compositions
written by poor readers to be worse than the content written by
good readers, even though success with the mechanics of writ-
ing might be in accordance with ordinary expectations. The
results of this study also imply that to delay a students' in-
volvement in creative writing endeavors until he or she can
write grammatically correct, punctuated and capitalized sen-
tences is to sacrifice opportunities for the student to succeed
in producing interesting, fulmnized, and coherent written com-
positions.
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cordance tho criteria tot teth in the Eriacational Testing
Service (17,T.'-;) Composition Se,,l (Paul 13. Diederich. 19;1).
Average ratiitas were derived far each theme from these two
ratings. Intel -rat reiiabilitv was comparable to the figure
reported I.,' Diederich (r---./-,C!). Computer procedures devel-
oped at the I.:Myer:thy of ''irginia v.ere used to o'otaln th,. fol-
lowing productivity of writIng couht.s for each student's COM-
pOSItion: total words writthit. total sentences writ'n, ;Intl
total unique words written. 1:11imic words %erre Meat 'lied as
being- the number of different words used in the c-,:npos.tt ion.
The reading comprehension suin-Et of the SP.!, Achievement
Test was the measure for r,:adin., convoieheie-ier. Educational
aptitude was measured by the SF A Short Test et Educational
Ability (STEA), To determine he relat ionship between the
various aspects et quality of written latiguat!o, productivity of
writing, and reading coprehenf,ton, partial er,rrr lotion coot_
ficients were cornrvIted Over all aspects, with the effect of
educational aptitc removed. To ide7tify best

indices rf students' quality of v..r:tte-n language and productivity
of writin.t fa predict r adin._ corr.prehension, stepwise multiple

was us, i'. with the effect of educational
nptitudo statistically reT1101.',-i. transterniatirm
v.as used to determine the s:gimticance ot the difference i n the
partial no, relat,,,n cni1i is betv.-ecn grades ittzr and six.

were iounci between certain as} cts
of F.tud,n...s. ettmlity of wr:tte:: langsaat.r',0. productivity of writing.
and cm-aprehenslon reatiln.2.. Sigtnificant differences were
found ,n the corrdation cerfit.ci, t,ts Ietwr, tt g-radc..s four and

A 1,1.1 (11i.br of cong:'clwnston for
1,ut t, t tlh :!-1t for this

Oni,r tin, 77-2/-LC:1:). 128 pages.

ANALYSIS OF SIX SEQUENCE SIGNALS OF ENGLISH DIS
COURSE Order No. 7802890

BRINEGAR, Bonnie Carter, Ph.D. University of Southern Mis-
sissippi, 1977. 109pp.

This study is an attempt to discover a finite set of sequence
signals- -the non-semantic factors whi..:11 identify a series of
sentences as continuous discourse. In other words, the analysis
is concerned with the grammar of English which extends beyond
the single sentence.

The heuristic approach is rejected because it is meaning-
based and relies upon a speaker's intuitive understanding of
his language. Instead, the analysis is syntactic and is based
upon form, structure, and pattern of occurrence. Every effort
is made to avoid semantic considerations. Thus, the classes
of sequence signals discussed are those required by the lan-
guage of discourse; they are neither stylistic variations nor
rhetorical embellishments.

Passages of expository prose are examined in order to iso-
late and classify those items which mark sentences as con-
stituents in a larger construction. Discussion of the following
set of sequence signals comprises the analysis: determiners,
pronouns, predicate anaphora, substitutes which function as
modifiers, ellipsis, and predicate introducers.

Discourse analyses are usually based upon the semantic
relationships between sentences, while grammatical analyses
are usually based upon the structure of isolated sentrric-es-likely
to occur initially in discourse. Thus, a distorted distinction is
made between the traditional areas of "grammar" and "compo-
sition." This study indicates that a more realistic approach to
both areas is one which deals with the grammar of c n.



MEASUREMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATION
AND LINGUISTIC VARIATION: A STUDY OF THE ItELA-
TIONSHIP BETWEEN FIELD-DEPENDENCE-LNDEPEN-
DENCE, LOCUS OF CONTROL, IIENIISPHETUC LOCALIZA-
TION, AND VARIATIONS IN THE OCCURRENCE OF
SYNTACTIC CLASSES IN WRITTEN LANGUAGE

Order No. 7806438

HENNING, Grant Halewood, Ph.D. University of California,
Los Angeles. 1977. 152pr. Chairman: Professor Merlin C.
Wittrock

Frequency of occurrence of thirty-four syntactic classes of
lexical items in written language was examined for relation-
ships with individual differences in psychological differentia-
tion, locus of control, sex, age, handedness, conjugal lateral
eye movements (CLEM), conjugal vertical eye movements
(CVEM), and writing style. Fifty-Mile Native English-speaking
adults provided language samples ranging from 200 to 1.200
words in lengthe for a total of 26,800 words. on formal and in-
formal stylistic topics.

As hypothesized, held-dependent sullets showed greater
within-suhject variance in frequency of occurrence of syntactic
classes than field-independent subjects when language samples
were taken across stylistic modes (p < 0.05). A discriminant
analysis was used to calculate meaningful and significant
(p < 0.001) vectors of discriminant function coefficients for the
discrimination between groups on the psychological differentia-
tion and locus of control continua on the basis of syntactic class
data. Multiple correlation coefficients and prediction equations
were computed for the prediction of individual differences in
field-dependence-independence, locus of control, sex, age,
handedness, eye movement, and writing style from syntactic
class frequency data.

111E 'et,ANAGENIIINT AND Cieele121:11rIeelON OF DISC:n:1(SE
1:1()N ISY PRONte 'NS IN Feicil..Teli

Order . 7731001

KANTOR, It.uhert Neal. 1'1%1). The Ohiu SiAte University. 1977.
131pp. Adviser: Professur Arnold

The ,..l):11 Of this thesis is to provide a linguistic account of
why as in di-iiiitiree (a):

(a) A good skire of the titter/me revival of co:lit:1,1.re must
be credited to the case and1.-ii.curity f ci ,,, Imunicatems
within the empire. The Imperial fleet kept the Merl: -
terrailean Sea Bleared of pirates. In each province the
lik.tio.in emperor i I ructOd a ilunther of

d They were built
fur the army but served the inreft.itit it well.

a pronoun like The y. in the final sentence is unattemeueus in rev-
erence, and yet i.s riot inirecdiately comprehended h' a reader.

A disourso like (a) is well-termed, it,ranimaticalind ad-
mits of a non-:morn:11,ms interpretation. rhi, %%Titer ef (a) has
wit, ii...vever, take n tutu account the prsieessirq; capai,rlities ,1
the reader, and has produced what can be called an inonsid-
erate discoerse. Inconsiderate discourses are opposed to
anonzaleas discourses as in (h):

(b) Mary never did buy a watch. It haci eeiteliband.
'These discourses do not communicate a se: medically, syntacti-
cally, and/or pragmatically well-fornifl

Tire knowledge a speaker or writer has about the cotnpre -
heasion abilities of his addressee LS Said to c,Iistili.oe his sec-
ondary linguistic competence. In order to discover what this
's'econcirtri (e--=37n:rw e must account for, a series of centexts
are investigated to determine what discomee factors cause
pronouns to be more or less comprehensible. Pronomwm-
preliensiim is found to be dependent on the degree to which the
reader or hearer is thinking :Thine the referent of the pronoun,
the deg of act ivatedness of the referent.

this degree c.t activatedness is dependent on certain lin-
guistic censtructs: tepee discourse function of .t sentence, and
the coniniunicatie value it the syrit.ictic p,sition the re-
ferent of the pronoun. A linguistic meek.: for the speaker's
or writer's secondary competence is presented. This model
proposes that the speaker knows the linguistic constrects that
affect the activatederiss of linguistic elements. It is claimed
that the seaker acelaires a set of rules and cendiziers based
ua these constre.:te :led the coneept of activitit dness.
this knot.vledge that the speaker has acquired. he is able to corn-
lailnie.tie his neeesilee taking lee, :recount the processing c;i-
pabllitieS of lus ati,treSSee.

Thria.:101,mt the thesis it is noted that speakers or writers
diner among each other in their rules of secondary compe-
tence. For %%waiter, particularly, the secondary competence is
then not lea rzuel, or is learned, but in a net:liter such that a
eeetcr may nut always take into account the abilities of his
reader. He !nay, fur example, use a pronoun in discourse (a)
abiive, truly believing that his message will be comprehen-
sible. It is sumtested that we should study r.m iala from un-
skilled writers in order to gt an idea about v1-Ett relie; and
renditions of secondary competence they might iir mieet net
be using. ley studying such data. Nye might be e: Ie ei develop
better materials and methods fur teachine .Tifing. We can
Aso benetit by studying readin..; cemprFthension, fur from this
kind ot study, we luny find OW nloto 1111011t
CApalailitit'S of the reader are, and so tinil ten what the writer
must do to take these cap.ihilities into accouitt.

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF ESSAYS WRITTEN IfY
NOMINEES IN THE COMMUNICATIVE ARTS FOR THE
GOVERNOR'S HONORS PROGRAM IN GEORGIA

Order No 7806017

MARTIN, Elizabeth Tvlosheini, Ed.D. University of Georgia,
1977. 220pp. Major Professor: L. Ramon Veal

In order to provide insight into several phases of the writ-
ing of superior high school students; fifty essays written by
nominees for the Georgia Governor's Honors Program (GHP)
in 1977 were analyzed and the results compared with those of
several other studies -- National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), 1974; Kelloge, W. Hunt's Grammatical
Structures Written at Three Grade Levels, 1965; and Walter
Loban's Language Development: Kindergarten through Grade

Twelve, 1976. In addition, two holistic ratings were done by
separate groups of raters: (1) six high school English teachers
and (2) three graduate students in English Education; the three
graduate students also rated the essays with regard to co-
herence and identified all paragraphs as coherent or non-
coherent.

Conditions of writing were similar to those of NAEP; stu-
dents were given written intitructions, a topic, and a stated
thirty minutes to write.

Counts were made of the following errors: (1) misspellings;
(2) terminal punctuation errors; (3) comma errors, series;
(4) comma errors, non-restrictive elements; (5) run-on sen-
tences; (Q) sentence fragments; (7) dangling elements; (8) sub-
ject-verb agreement errors; (9) pronoun-antecedent. agree-
ment errors; (10) capitalization errors; (11) awkward or
ambiguous sentences; and (12) wrong word choices. The re-
sults of these error counts showed the GHP students to make
relatively few mistakes. The areas of most difficulty related
to pronouns and antecedents. In some cases, antecedents of
pronouns were either missing or unclear.

7



Comparisons between CRP 1977 and NAEP 1974 (average
and 'good" essays) were made of the following: (1) number
of words, (2) mean word length, (3) number of sentences,
(4) number and percentage of run-on sentences, (5) number
and percentage of sentences with phrases, (6) number and
percentage of complex sentences with phrases, (7) number of
paragraphs, and (8) number and percentage of coherent para-
graphs. The results showed an advantage for the GHP essays
in every area except percentage of coherent paragraphs.
Notable differences were found with relation to the follow-
ing: (1) words per essay, (2) mean word length, (3) sentences
per essay, (4) run-on sentences per essay, (5) number and
percentage of sentences with phrases, (6) number and per-
centage of coherent paragraphs, and (7) number of paragraphs.

GHP 1977 essays and the Hunt 1965 study were compared
(Hunt, Grade 12) concerning the following: (1) T-unit length;
(2) clauses per T-unit; (3) mean clause length, (4) noun, ad-
jective, and adverb clauses per T-unit; (5) appositives, gerunds,
and infinitives per T-unit. The CUP students wrote signifi-
cantly longer T-units than did the Hunt students; clauses per
T -unit and mean clause length weregreater in the GNP essays,
but not significantly so. GHP students wrote more noun, ad-
jective, and adverb clauses per T-unit than did Hunt's stu-
dents, as well as more gerund and infinitive phrases; Hunt's
students wrote more appositives per T-unit,

GHP 1977 essays and the Lo 1976 study (High group,
Grades 11 and 12) were compared on the following: (1) T-
unit (communication unit) length; (2) clauses per T-unit;
(3) per cent of subordinate clauses as (a) noun clauses, (h) ad-
jective clauses. and (c) adverb clauses. T-unit length, clauses
per T-unit, and adverb clauses as. per cent of subordinate
clauses were greater in the GIIP essays than in Lthan, G.-ade
12; adjective clauses as per cent of subordinate clauses were
greater for Lobar', Grade 12.

Position of free modifiers was also noted and some demo-
graphic data included. The relationships of the various counts
to the holistic ratings were noted.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COGNITIVE STYLE AND
CREATIVE WRITING IN CHILDREN Order No. 7810494

PFEIFFER, Steven Ira, Ph.D. The University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel Hill, 1977. 161pp. Supervisor: John C.

Brantley

This study tested the theory that the cognitive style dimen-
sions of categorization, conceptual style and preference for
imbalanced cognitive associations relate to creative writing
ability.

A Creative Writing Rating Scale devised specifically for
this study was used to rate three sets of compositions from a
sample of 144 sixth graders. The 10% highest scoring boys
and girls on the creative writing index were invited to partici-
pate in the second phase of the investigation.

The four experimental groups were administered a battery
of cognitive style measures: a band-width task, grouping task,
and preference for imbalanced cognitive associations (PICA)
instrument.

Results supported the hypothesized relationship hetween
categorization and creative writing ability. The high-creative
children were more willing to entertain the possibility that de-
viant instances deserve category membership. This particular
cognitive style is seen as facilitating the grouping of seemingly
unrelated and discrepant ideas in novel and unique ways--a re-
cursor of creative performance.

Sex differences were obtained in both the grouping and the
conceptual style tasks. The high-creative males produced
fewer groups during an object-sorting task than the high-cre-
ative females, indicative of the males' willingness to risk the
inclusion error. With regard to the reasons for grouping, only
the high-creative females employed a balanced usage of both
thematic and analytic conceptual styles. The high-creative
males, on the other hand, exhibited almost a total preference
for the analytic mode.

The Make-A-Story instrument developed for this study to
n easure PICA gedera.ed an inconsistent attpraacti to respond-
ing by the children. Whereas some items produced unique re-
sponses, other items elicited mundane, stereotypic responses.
The resultant large within groups variability prohibited a clear
testing of the hypothesized relationship between this particular
cognitive style dimension and creative writing ability.

THE COMPOSING ACTS OF COLLEGE ERESHALAN
WRITERS: A DESCRIPTION

PIANKO, Sharon Helene, Ed.D.
Rutgers University The State University
of New Jersey (New 131-tinswick), 1977

Chairporson: Robert Parker, Jr.

The purpose of this study %vas to describe the composing
acts of college (rest:man v.Titors in ..;oneral and of certain types
of collcrx frrt"Iaran "old 1roditional (school
class status), traalt Vital colic iT earance ago and adult (title).
;Ind 111:11's :171d con:posing in was divided,
into throe components- -psycho14,:2I,A1 ,Instructs pertaining to
writing. processes. and products.
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tion, not official evaluation; encouraging freer, generative
v:riting, nut structured. academic -.vriling. School class status,
ago, and sex had no effect on these findings.
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THE COM POSING ACTT or COLLEGE FRESHMAN
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Chairperson: Janet Emir.;

The Purpose of this stud was to thiscribe the composing
acts of different types of renege rshnein writers. The rani -

abler; of sex (male/female), colleee entrance
age/adult), and schinii-clai-is (iierieitlialtraditional) were
studied. In addition. two eas studies wire conductedtine
traditional freshman writer :mil rin remedial freshmanwriter.
The composing act was divided into three componentsatti-
tudes, constructs, pertaining to writing. processes, and prod-
ucts.

This study was designed to provide large group data on atti-
tudes and products and case study data on the relationship
among attitudes, processes, and products. Seventeen subjects
participated in this research and the two case studies Were
randomly selected from the seventeen subjects.

Each student completed five writing episodes. All of the
composing episodes were video-taped and each student was ob-
served while composingl. Each student was interviewed once
after completing a writing episode concerning behaviors ex-
hibited. During the third and fifth weeks each subject com-
pleted a form developed from Kelly's personal construct
theory designed to elicit his attitudes, constructs, pertaining
to writing. Each script was analyzed for five factors -- over -all
quality, syntactic fluency, mode (function) of discourse, mode
of student writing, and choice of topic. In addition, each sub-
ject was given an in-depth interview concerning past and pres-
ent experiences with writing both in, as well as, out of school.

The analysis the subjects' constructs indicated that stu-
dents regardless of school-class status, age, or sex consis-
tently preferred writing about personal topics, not provided
ones: writing that was for the self, not for the teacher; writing
for feedback and interaction: nut for official evaluation; writ-
ing that was freer. noire generative, not structured, academic
writing.

The analysis of the data on products indicated that students
most often did transactional writing, usually reporting, and
most briidocts were in the extensive iii de. Syntactic fluency
and function of discourse have developmental origins; in addi-
tion, sex and school-class status appear to be as significant as
age when considering developmental patterns. A number of sig-
nificant differences appeared between the products of remedial
and traditional students, traditional age and adult students, and
male and female students.

The case study data indicated that for the traditional fresh-
man writer there is a relationship between attitude and pro-
cess, but no relationship between attitudes and school-sponsored
products. On the "her hand, there seemed to be little relation-
ship between attitudes and process fur the remedial strident.
The data on the r elationahip of these comoon.n.t.i. (o products
was inconclusive.

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF
READING ABILITIES AND WRITING ABILITIES OF TENTH
GRADE STUDENTS Order No. 7808715

SIMMONS, Robert J., Ed.D. West Virginia University, 1977.
164pp.

The primary Purpose of this study was to discover if signifi-
cant differences exist in the writing abilities among students
who are high, medium, and low in total reading achievement.

In or der to accomplish the basic purpose of the study, it
was necessary to complete the following procedural steps:
(1) review the available literature relative to the teaching of
reading and the teaching of writing in senior high school;
(2) identify specific writing skills generally used as criteria for
evaluation of student compositions; (3) select two other teach-
ers of English to assist the writer in the evaluation of the stu-
dents' writings; (4) select one hundred students according to
their reading scores from the Iowa Silent Reading Test from
the following three levels: high achievers (17 students), medium
achievers (66 students), and low achievers (17 students);
(5) elicit writing samples from these students to be evaluated
by three experienced teachers of composition; (6) analyze the
data relative to reading and writing abilities; (7) report the
results and the conclusions.

After the evaluation of the one hundred compositions was
completed, appropriate statistical procedures were utilized to
test the differences in writing abilities among the three reading
groups. First, the Analysis of Variance was employed to test
the differences in the writing performances among the high,
medium, and low reading achievers. Second, the Duncan Mul-
tiple Range Test was used to determine if those differences in
the writing performances were statistically significant. Third,
Correlation Coefficient Tests were used to test the correlations
between reading abilities and writing abilities.

Fifteen separate criteria were used for the evaluation of the
compositions. Ten of these fifteen criteria were categorized
as mechanical considerations under the classification Objec-
tivity Level One. Five of the fifteen criteria were categorized
as rhetorical considerations under the classification Objectivity
Level Two. Regarding objectivity level one writing scores,
significant differences were found between the low reading
achievement group and the high reading achievement group,



and between the medium reading achievement group and the
high reading achievement 'group. No significant differences
were found between the low reading achievement group and the
medium reading achievement group relative to objectivity level
one writing scores. Within each of the ten (10) criteria of ob-
jectivity level one, the analysis of the data revealed the follow-
ing: Significant differences were obtained for each of the five
variables of spelling, punctuation, sentence fragments, sen-
tence run-ons, and verb usage. No significant differences
were obtained for each of the five variables of subject -verb
agreement, adjective-adverb usage, pronoun usage, parallelism,
and dangling modifiers.

Regarding objectivity level two writing scores, significant
differences were found between the low reading achievement
group and the mediumreading achievement group, between the
medium reading achievement group and the high reading
achievement group, and between the low reading achievement
group and the high reading achievement group. Within each of
the five (5) criteria of objectivity level two, the analysis of the
data revealed the following: Significant differences were ob-
tained for all five variables of topic sentences, supporting de-
tails, paragraph unity, paragraph logic, and sentence variety.

The analysis of the total writing scores data, which included
combined scores from objectivity level one and objectivity level
two, revealed the following: Significant differences were found
between the low reading achievement group and the medium
reading achievement group, between the medium reading
achievement and the high reading achievement group, and be-
tween the low reading achievement group and the high reading
achievement group.

Correlations of .61 were obtained between objectivity level
one writing scores and total reading scores of the one hundred
students. Correlations of .85 were obtained between objectivity
level two writing scores and total reading scores of the one hun-
dred students.

THE DEEP STRUCTURE OF THE PARAGRAPH AND THE
DISCOURSE Order No. 7811875

WOODSON, Linda Townley, Ph.D. Texas Christian University,
1977.. 170pp. Adviser: Gary Tate

The purpose of this study is to show that paragraphs have a
deep and a surface structure and that the amount of the deep
structure of the paragraph that is mapped onto the surface is
directly related to the mode of discourse. A paragraph has a
surface structure that can be regarded as a base, and that base
generates an abstract deep structure. This deep structure with
its,assumptions is a part of the semantic interpretation of the
paragraph and is mapped onto the surface structure through the
processes of ellipsis, subordination, and embedding,

An effective analysis of discourse involves both a plane of
content and a plane of expression. The associational references
to ideas and images is designated here as deep structure. The
subject matter organized into personal handwriting is equiva-
lent to the surface structure.

Each chapter analyzes the deep structure of paragraphs
from one of James L. Kinneavy's classifications of discourse
in A Theory of Discourse. The study is limited to reference
discourse, with special sections for scientific, exploratory, and
informative; expressive discourse: and persuasive discourse.
Paragraphs were chosen at random, and they averaged about
one hundred and fifty words. Tree diagrams were used to il-
lustrate graphically the deep structure,

Investigations of referential discourse paragraphs revealed
that the deep structure of scientific paragraphs is relatively
uncomplicated with few assumptions and little elliptical infor-
mation. The audience is more of a concern in the informative
paragraph than in the scientific paragraph, although the empha-
sis is still away from personal identification of the author and
toward anonymity. Sometimes the deep structure of explora-
tory discourse is complex, sometimes quite simple. The writer
makes certain assumptions in the course of the explorationthat
are based on his own previous understandings and depending
upon the writer's conception of his audience, these assumptions
will or will not be supported or mapped onto the surface. The
deep structure of persuasive paragraphs is unusually complex,
made up of both elliptical assumptions and information.

The theory of deep structure of the paragraph has multiple
uses in the composition class. Analyses of deep structure could
be used to illustrate the following,: 1. The necessity in per-
suasion of mapping a sufficient portion of the deep structure
onto the surface structure to enhance the understandinv

reader. 2. An illustration of a particular writer's style. 3. An
illustration of the economy of words which many writers use to
suggest a broad world of invention. 4. An effective demonstra-
tiontion of the amount of information mapped onto the surface in the
various types of referential discourse. Analyses of the deep
structure of students' own paragraphs can also help them to

ihold onto their thoughts while developing and expanding an idea.
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